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Why Should I Care?

• Since May, an NPE named Patent Armory has filed 69 patent infringement cases.
• Who’s who of Bay Area companies, but that only goes so far:



No one is immune
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No one is immune
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How it Starts



You receive a letter
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Or, you get sued
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You receive a letter
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Huh?  Who is this?
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Huh?  Who is this?
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What Do They Want?
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They say we infringe…

• First Priority…Think Like a Lawyer
– Who knows about the letter?
– What are they doing to investigate?
– Who is involved?

• Stop any and all discussions not involving you

• Define the circle
– At least one technical person (if you are going to investigate)

• Consider outside counsel involvement
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They say we infringe…

• What is their evidence?
– Do they have a “claim chart”?

• Why does it matter?

– They don’t

– Oh no, they have a claim chart, 
that cannot be good, right?
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They say we infringe…

• Identify products accused of infringement
– Are they your products?

• Customer’s product?
• Multiple subsidiaries?
• US sales v. Foreign?

• Find subject matter experts at the company
– Person that you would feel comfortable being deposed
– Level-headed and able to follow instructions

• Assess exposure
• Document holds – yes or no
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What do they want?

• Money, but most of them don’t say that exactly

• Is this really a “business discussion?”

• How to know if there is a real business component?
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Should you engage?

• Factors in Favor
– Possible delay / forestall litigation
– Gather additional information
– Possibility to convince them to go away

• Factors Against
– Squeaky wheel phenomenon
– More engagement = more willful
– More information could help the NPE
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Should you license now?

• Factors in Favor
– Possible saving in litigation costs
– Possible lower cost license
– Possible “peace”

• Factors Against
– You have to pay for “nothing”
– Reputation in NPE industry as an “easy mark”
– Potentially Justice and Fairness
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Should You Be Aggressive?

• NPE letters are often sufficient to trigger declaratory judgment (DJ) 
jurisdiction.
– Can respond to the letter by filing suit for non-infringement or invalidity.
– Avoids popular NPE forums like EDTX or WDTX.
– Forces NPE to defend its patent and assertions
– Can result in NPE giving up and providing a free or very cheap license.

• However, most companies want to avoid litigation
– NPE likely to counterclaim for infringement
– Usually more expensive than licensing from the NPE
– Guaranteed outside counsel legal spend
– What is ROI from being aggressive?
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Agreements with NPEs

Ask for everything possible
– Cover entire patent portfolio, current and future-acquired
– Cover principals and managing entities

• It is unlikely, but it has happened
– Protect customers
– Protect those in the supply chain

Be careful with tricky provisions
– Definitions of “Affiliate” and “Control”
– Scope of “Licensed Patents” or “Covenant Not To Sue”
– Terms of dismissal (with prejudice vs without prejudice)
– Confidentiality terms
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Trends in NPE Litigation





You don’t always get a letter

• Many NPEs don’t bother with the letters; they are not required. 

• High volume complaint filers

• Cost tilts heavily towards Defendant for first year of NPE litigation
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A Typical NPE Complaint
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Responding to NPEs

• Did they sue the right party?
– Non-operating entity, subsidiary, etc.?
– Proper venue (for either the named or proper party)?

• Does the accused product exist?
– NPEs have sued over

• Mockup materials online
• Brochures boasting prototypes that were never built
• Exaggerations in online resumes
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Responding to NPEs

• Can a declaration be procured to support dismissal?
– Low volume of sales
– Inescapable non-infringement position

• Accused product does not operate as alleged in the complaint
• Do not focus on claim construction issues

– Invalidity arguments work less well for this
• Exception: client’s own prior art

• Are the claims susceptible to Section 101?
– Be well aware of Berkheimer, Aatrix, and Cellspin
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Responding to NPEs

• Motions to dismiss along with an answer
– Filing motion to dismiss without answer risks:

• Dismissal without prejudice
• Delays getting a scheduling conference
• Inability to pursue fees (see O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc. v. Timney Triggers, LLC

(Fed. Cir. Apr. 13, 2020)
– Extensions on oppositions to motions to dismiss

• Be clear that extension does not affect the Rule 15 deadline
– Other side may use any extra time to find an expert and draft a declaration

• Schedules are usually not suspended while motions are pending
– May need to fund 6 months of litigation even for a meritorious motion
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The “No Win” Scenario

• Defendants in NPE cases often feel like it is a “no win” scenario.

• Being “right” is expensive and holds considerable risk
• Plaintiff can usually just dismiss if things look bad
• Little chance of recovering fees from NPEs

• No in-house counsel was ever fired for recommending a $30K 
settlement
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If you want to be aggressive

Opal Run v. Overnightprints
– Plaintiff was seeking (and obtained, in many cases) quick settlements
– But 3 strategic positions allowed Overnightprints (“ONP”) to win the case and recoup all of its fees

• Filing an answer (preventing possible dismissal without prejudice)
– Another defendant was unilaterally dismissed without prejudice after a failed mediation 

because that defendant had not yet answered in the case (though it had filed a motion to 
dismiss)

• Pushing for the opportunity to seek fees
– Plaintiff several times offered to dismiss the case in exchange for agreement ONP would 

not seek fees
– Sensing the weakness of the case and observing Plaintiff’s lackluster attempts to 

prosecute, ONP refused
• Using Plaintiff’s refusal to drop claims to support the exceptionality finding

– Effective use of declarations to show the Plaintiff’s conduct persuaded the court that the 
case was exceptional under § 285
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The Impact of Litigation Funding
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Thank You!
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